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non-feudal, arose to political eminence ; and ideas in conflict
with the medieval came into being.
The training If the merchant's was a proud calling in North Italy, it
of the nobles wag a hu^fe calling elsewhere. Pride of place went with
the possession of land, and this was the perquisite of the
Church and the nobility. They must be kept by the toil of
others, for they had the higher functions, the priest of pray-
ing, the noble of fighting. The profession of arms was for a
layman essentially the noble profession; soldier (miles) and
knight were synonymous terms. The young noble was
trained in a rough school, in which he was taught to develop
, his physique and his powers of endurance, to give hard knocks
and to receive them, to perfect himself in horsemanship and
in the use of arms (the lance in particular) and armour. Such
mental training as he received was largely directed to the
same end: recitations of the deeds of great fighters and
legendary heroes inspired him to emulation of their exploits.
Little wonder, then, that, when he grew to manhood and was
dubbed knight, his main interest and his chief pleasure were
in fighting. If no important campaign was in progress, there
was always a feud with a neighbour to be pursued or an
ecclesiastic's lands to be harried.
Their castles As war was the chief interest of the noble, he was as liable
to be attacked as to attack, and therefore he had to take
measures for defending himself; his dwelling place was a
fortress. Originally the house was surrounded by a wooden
stockade and an earthwork, as was the early burg. Then
the castle developed, of wood at first, with a tower-shaped
house perched on an artificial mound (motte) and surrounded
by a ditch; a second ditch starting from the first enclosed a
courtyard (bailey) defended by a stockade. Later a rectangu-
lar stone tower or keep replaced the wooden, and the mount
was dispensed with. This was the earliest and simplest form,
which soon received improvements, until a much more
elaborate fortress was constructed. ^ Military, like ecclesiasti-
cal, architecture displayed the inventiveness and skill of
twelfth-century builders. But the building of castles was
not only designed to secure a noble's home from attack. It
was also part of the general scheme employed by a prince for
the controlling or the defence of a district or a kingdom.

